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A fun-filled book based on Steven Universe, the hugely popular Cartoon Network show about

Steven, a lovable boy with growing magical abilities and the Crystal Gems, a trio of powerful women

who watch over Steven and protect humankind.Â This 208-page Steven Universe trivia book

contains 300 awesome facts about Steven and his family, the Crystal Gems, and the cast of

characters from Beach City. Get answers to burning questions like, "Where does Lion come from?",

"Why is Garnet a woman of such little words?", and "How many cookie cats can Steven eat?" A

must-have for Steven Universe fans!
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This book is cute, pretty much just entirely silly 'meme' style quotes and blurbs for the show. It

doesn't provide that much beyond a few minutes of amusement, doesn't have anything a fan

wouldn't already know. It's also very much meant for very young kids, rather than adults/teens

(which I suspect most people reviewing it right now are). While I don't care too much for it, my little

sister was very excited and thinks its cute. A little kid will probably love it, especially if they're not big

readers since its not as wordy as the Guide to the Crystal Gems, but they won't get too much out of



it (compared to the two activity books, Quest for Gem Magic and Live From Beach City!, that are

already out)The main problem, I think, is that the product was described very poorly. Its described

as a trivia book, which it isn't really and the book itself isn't at all written with the idea you'd be

looking up trivia or facts in it. The description is also baffling because the book doesn't answer any

of the questions it poses, and its a problem since I'd wager a number of people bought the book

because it promised to explain where Lion came from when that's never addressed in the book at all

(the book never even explains "how many Cookie Cats Steven can eat", so the description isn't at

all reflective of the book itself). It's just a silly book that should've been described as a 'humor' book

or something like that. Being described as a fact and trivia book, that will give the answers to

questions fans have, is extremely misleading and as a result people feel tricked, since this was not

the product that the description said it was. It would probably be a good idea to amend the

description to prevent further problems.
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